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There are two steps in working with graphics: Creating a Graphics object. Using the Graphics object to draw
lines and shapes, render text, or display and manipulate images. Creating a Graphics Object A graphics object
can be created in a variety of ways. To create a graphics object Receive a reference to a graphics object as part
of the PaintEventArgs in the Paint event of a form or control. This is usually how you obtain a reference to a
graphics object when creating painting code for a control. Use this method if you want to draw on a form or
control that already exists. This approach is useful when you want to alter an already existing image. The
following sections give details about each of these processes. Assign the variable to refer to the Graphics
object passed as part of the PaintEventArgs. Insert code to paint the form or control. The following example
shows how to reference a Graphics object from the PaintEventArgs in the Paint event: To create a Graphics
object with the CreateGraphics method Call the CreateGraphics method of the form or control upon which you
want to render graphics. To create a Graphics object from an Image Call the Graphics. FromImage method,
supplying the name of the Image variable from which you want to create a Graphics object. The following
example shows how to use a Bitmap object: Dim myBitmap as New Bitmap "C: Each pixel of nonindexed.
Drawing and Manipulating Shapes and Images After it is created, a Graphics object may be used to draw lines
and shapes, render text, or display and manipulate images. The principal objects that are used with the
Graphics object are: The Pen classâ€”Used for drawing lines, outlining shapes, or rendering other geometric
representations. The Brush classâ€”Used for filling areas of graphics, such as filled shapes, images, or text.
The Font classâ€”Provides a description of what shapes to use when rendering text. The Color
structureâ€”Represents the different colors to display. To use the Graphics object you have created Work with
the appropriate object listed above to draw what you need. For more information, see the following topics:
Chapter 2 : First Turbo Graphics Program in C Language - Graphics Programs - theinnatdunvilla.com
Graphics Programming in C and C++, OpenGL, SDL, 3d rotation OpenGL Tutorials The SDL is a simple library for doing
graphics in C and C++ Setting up the SDL;.

Chapter 3 : C graphics tutorial | Programming Simplified
A Computer Science portal for geeks. It contains well written, well thought and well explained computer science and
programming articles, quizzes and practice/competitive programming/company interview Questions.

Chapter 4 : Graphics programming in C
In a C program, first step is to initialize the graphics drivers on the computer. This is done using the initgraph method
provided in graphics. h library. In the next few pages we will discuss graphics.h library in more details.

Chapter 5 : C++ Programming Computer Graphics Code Examples
All these programs have been made using C graphics. Program for various type of charts and other interesting things
and patterns. C graphics programs.

Chapter 6 : C Programming Games and Graphics Code Examples
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The general purpose programming language C is the basic language in computer programming but at the same the
application of this language is most widely used.C language is used to mimic text documents, mathematical and
statistical operations and can.

Chapter 7 : Graphics (graphics.h) - C Programming
Analog Clock - This is a graphics program which depict a wall clock. Animated 3D Car in Turbo C++ A simple rotation of
an ellipse by different angle values.

Chapter 8 : C Program to Draw a Circle Using C Graphics
The first step in any graphics program is to include graphics.h header file. The graphics.h header file provides access to
a simple graphics library that makes it possible to draw lines, rectangles, ovals, arcs, polygons, images, and strings on a
graphical window.

Chapter 9 : C graphics programs | Programming Simplified
Like Java, C# provides us with a rich set of classes, methods and events for developing applications with graphical
capabilities. Since there is not much theory involved, we can straight away jump to an interesting example (Listing - 1),
which prints "Welcome to C#" on a form.
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